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Penumbra

X/Y. A chromosome joke—the yellowed sign above the inset buttons, in that hallway

between two locked doors. X for the women’s ward, Y for the men’s. But I have not been

here, or even in Canada, for close to half a year, and that part of my brain where Grade 10

biology resides has slipped into the trough of unneeded information. I hit the wrong

button, buzzing Male instead of Female.

And I know I’ve made a mistake almost immediately because the buzz brings a cry from

behind the door beside me on my left. Hoarse, insistent, and unmistakably a man’s.

Unintelligible, yet in its rhythm approaching what was once a word, the voice is full of

rage and the sudden pained reminder of a large and wider world. I listen, push the other

button and wait.

*

Its 1969, and all of us gathered in that small apartment in Calgary are straining our eyes,

trying to make out something significant from the pocked black and white pictures

scrolling across the television screen. My parents and their friends are quiet now, eyes

and ears intent on image and commentary, glasses of wine untouched. They sit, frozen in

ray and flicker, stirring only to hiss an occasional “shush” at the small boy crouched on

the carpet beside the couch. Neil Armstrong is about to walk on the moon and I have the

hiccups.

Like the lunar voyage, my hiccups have lasted an eternity and I can tell from the

increasingly irritated glances of the grownups that I’m about one more diaphragm

shudder from expulsion. Hic. It comes. And I am out. My mother gathers me up, and,

brushing off protests with whispers and kisses touched with soft perfume, leaves me

alone in my bedroom, well away from the Age of Aquarius and the march of history.

I lay there on my bed for a few minutes, crying and hiccing in the low illumination of the

room. Then with the slow realization of exactly where that light was coming from, stood
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up on my mattress, drew back the curtains from the small window above, and stared at

the bright face of the full moon, filled with the absolute certainty that if I only looked

long enough I would see all those men moving on its surface.

*

The cries have stopped now. Presumably calmed by the same nurse who has just given

me a short course on genetic structure and the quick assurance that someone from the

women’s ward will be with me “right away.” Anxious, I pace the floor in an alphabet

loop, from X to Y and back again, filling the stretched minutes of the short delay with the

lazy dip of memory.

*

All along the harbour small bulbs nod in cheerful anticipation, occasionally breaking into

zigzag traces that echo silent struggles and a slow a pull toward the water’s surface.

Night fishing in Portovenere.

This is where I have come—almost every evening—on the last leg of my Italian tour. I

drive up the coast from La Spezia to get cappuccino and stroll the cobblestone passage

between the ocean and the snaggle-tooth arc of pastel coloured apartments that make up

the front of the fishing village: I move past noisy cafes, alley cats, all the brightly

coloured dories drying on the shore, and up to the end of the peninsula.

At the end, there are crumbling steps and a banded-slate slope where a Romanesque

church resides and the blue expanse of the Mediterranean begins. Just outside the

church’s ruined courtyard, there is a huge seaside grotto, and I climb down into the

cavern to sit close to the sea, surrounded by shadow and an ocean that extends forever.

And held in arms of water and stone I stare out at the distance, at moon and endless

horizon.

*
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X opens and an attendant smiles me through. “ We haven’t seen you here for a while,”

she says.

“I’ve been traveling,” I reply.

Unlike much of the rest of Riverview hospital, the visiting room in Unit 8X, attempts an

escape from utilitarianism, achieving with its high-backed chairs and brightly coloured

prints, the generic familiarity of a lobby at a Motel 6. At the moment, a couple of the

chairs are occupied by a pair of opposites: one an old women, dentureless and silent; the

other young, toothy, gibbering.

“ Yes, I know,” she says to no one in particular in response to nothing said. “I’ve always

that.”

The other woman in the room—the well-preserved redhead—has her own special chair:

one with locking wheels, a reclining back, and an adjustable food tray. It is covered in

dark brown leatherette and resembles nothing so much as a portable dentist’s chair.

Unlike the other two patients, the redhead is strapped into her chair with a stained harness

that fits between her legs and around her hips like a diaper. The harness is slightly loose,

and whenever the woman strains to free herself, which she does every few minutes, it

gathers up a few centimetres of skirt, exposing blue veins and bruises running the length

of her legs.

I touch her. “ Hi, Mom,” I say.

“BobBobBob...” she starts, stuttering out my father’s name.

*

About twenty minutes is all I can take. When I visit. Twenty minutes of feeding her

grapes, and seeing her stare and ducking the slaps and scratches that slash out for no
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reason. And of watching the Alzheimer’s, the disease that’s ravaged my mother for the

last six years, and learning once again that, in the end, what it finally takes away is you.

After a while, all that’s left is a familiar skin encasing something alien. A crumbling husk

around a creeping unknown, and any truly human contact becomes as impossible as

seeing Neil Armstrong with your naked eye.

But there are times, and they are very few, when something lucid slips from her, like a

loose photo from a family album: a name, a sentence, a sliver of memory. And it is then

that I tell my mother that I am not so far from her. That I have an inkling of what it’s like

to be behind her eyes; to be caught in a world of shadow; to be held in a half-lit cavern

staring out at the dim horizon of an unfamiliar sea.


